
90.1 

      Quotas 

1. Analysis with Competition 
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If world price = Pw, imports will be 21QQ  without restrictions. 

If a quota of more than 21QQ  is imposed it will have no effect since there 

would be less than the quota imported anyway. 

If a quota of less than 21QQ  is imposed, some imports will be blocked. 

For example, a quota of 43QQ  will increase domestic price to Pd.1 

                                                           
1

 Note: We are assuming that the quota is imposed in physical units, e.g., one million bushels. In principle, 

a quota could be stated in value terms. If the world price is fixed, then there is analytically no difference 

between a quota in physical units and one in value terms. But if the world price falls (terms-of-trade 

effect), then we have a more complex case requiring knowledge of foreign demand and supply curves. 
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90.2 

Cost/benefit analysis 

consumers lose a + b + c + d 

producers gain a 

 

Question: Who get "c"? ("c" is the difference between the value of imports at 

world price [ 43QQ  x Pw] and value of those imports at domestic 

price [ 43QQ  x Pd]. 

 

Answer: If govt. auctions quota import licenses it can capture "c" as 

revenue. But such auctions are not common. [Note that with an 

auction, the effect of a quota 43QQ would be in all respects 

identical to a tariff of PdPw]. 

 

If there is no auction the answer will depend on market organization. 

If foreigners organize they might capture it. If importers organize 

they might get "c". If both organize, the answer is indeterminate 

(bargaining). 

 

Note: Sometimes the U.S. has "requested" that foreign governments agree to 

"orderly marketing agreements" in which they "voluntarily" agree to limit 

their exports to the U.S. It is often assumed that if foreigners do agree, it 

is because of the threat of even more severe limitations that might be 

imposed in the absence of a "voluntary" accord. But it may also be that the 

prospect of capturing "c" entices the foreigner (or at least reduces the pain 

of the export limitation). 



90.3 

2. Lack of competition 

 

If there is a tariff system, the domestic price is Pw + t, where Pw is 

world price and t is a specific tariff. It doesn't matter whether the 

domestic market is competitive or not. No one can raise the price above Pw + t 

since buyers always can import at that price. 

 

If there is a monopolistic element in the market, a quota which permits 

the same quantity of imports as a tariff may lead to a price increase. This 

is because once the quota is used up, the monopolist "has the domestic market 

to itself." 



90.4 

Figure 1 
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90.5 

 

Figure 1 shows monopolist with tariff t. Effective price option to consumers 

is Pd = Pw + t. So monopolist has to accept Pd. It produces Oq1' and another 

q1q2 units are imported.1 

 

If a quota of q1’q2’ (equal to q1q2) is imposed instead of the tariff (see 

Figure 2), the demand curve to the monopolist is effectively shifted back to 

the left by an amount equal to q1’q2’. Those who receive the licenses can 

either consume the product directly (which shifts the remaining demand curve 

to the left) or sell to other consumers.2 It can exploit the monopoly power it 

has over the remainder of the market, and will raise price to P'd where MC = 

MR (Figure 2).3 

 

Lesson: Quotas "cut" connection between world price and domestic price. 

Tariffs generally preserve a connection although they open up a 

gap = t between world and domestic price. Can you work out the 

effects of a rightward shift in the demand curve under a quota 

vs. a tariff? Can you think of a type of tariff which cuts the 

connection between the world price and the domestic price? Can 

you work out a cost-benefit analysis of a monopoly/quota?4 

                                                           
1

 It's no fun being a monopolist in Figure 1. In effect, a domestic monopolist is transformed into a perfect 

competitor by the existence of foreign goods available at price Pd. This illustration reminds us that (a) one 

of the benefits of trade is more domestic competition and (b) that studies of domestic industry 

"concentration" need to take account of the world trade factor in domestic markets. 

 

2

 The linear leftward shift of the demand curve can be understood by considering two possibilities. Given 

that the monopolist sets a price above the world price, those who get import licenses either (a) value the 

product below the monopolist's price or (b) value it more than the monopolist's price. (If foreigners get the 

license, they will fall into category "a" since they can have all they want of the good at the world price by 

buying abroad.) 

 

If the licensees fall into category "a", they will sell the product to others who value it at or above the 

domestic price. Thus, the quota will be linearly subtracted from the demand curve as shown on Figure 2. If 

they fall into category "b", their needs are met by the quota and they drop out of the market (which shifts 

the remaining demand linearly leftwards). Only in the case where the licensees fall into category "a" and no 

resales were permitted might we get other than a simple linear leftward shift. Even in that case, the 

remaining demand curve would still be downward sloping and permit a monopolistic domestic price. 

 

3

 Hence, it should not surprise you that demands for protection are often for quotas (or orderly marketing 

agreements or similar quantitative restrictions) rather than tariffs. 

 

4

 See Appendix 17 for the cost-benefit analysis if you can’t work it out. 



90.6 

Non-tariff Barriers (NTBs) 

 

Quotas are but one form of non-tariff barriers. Many other examples can 

be cited of limitations on trade which are not quotas. These include: 

 

1) "Voluntary" reductions of exports. Sometimes countries put 

pressure on governments of countries in which foreign suppliers 

are located to restrict exports. As already noted, such 

restrictions are often called "orderly marketing agreements."1 

 

2) Govt. purchasing. Govt. agencies and govt.-owned firms may avoid 

using imports. In some countries, this can be done informally. In 

the U.S., the "Buy American Act" gives U.S. suppliers an 

advantage in bidding for U.S. govt. contracts. 

 

3) Safety and labeling requirements ostensibly to protect consumers 

- can be designed to discriminate against imports. 

 

4) Exchange rates. In countries where govt. controls foreign-

exchange transactions, different exchange rates can be applied to 

different goods. For example, if you want foreign exchange to buy 

certain goods, the central bank may charge you more than for 

other goods. The result is identical to a system of tariffs and 

subsidies. 

 

5) Cultural requirements. Limits may be placed on imports of foreign 

films and TV shows to promote national identity. The effect is to 

protect local film studios at the expense of foreign. 

 

6) Complex customs procedures. Rules and procedures involved in 

classifying goods for tariff purposes or handling appeals from 

such classifications can be made complex. Such complexities are 

like de facto tariffs. 

 

As tariff rates were lowered in the 1960s by the "Kennedy Round" 

negotiations, NTBs became more visible. As a result, the “Tokyo Round" 

negotiations of the late 1970s included some agreements on lowering NTBs. But 

NTBs are more difficult to deal with than tariffs because they are often 

hidden, more difficult to quantify, or result from mixed motives. For 

example, safety rules can result from genuine safety concerns as well as 

protective motivations. 

                                                           
1 Sometimes orderly marketing agreements are called “voluntary export restraints." Because such restraints 

are often threatened before actually implemented, they can have perverse anticipatory effects. Export 

quotas under these arrangements may be based on historic sales. Exporters who sold the most in the past 

may receive the largest quotas. Hence, when restraints are threatened, exporters have an incentive to step 

up their exports to establish bigger quota bases. 


